Let [Xt}t€T be a Gaussian process on a probability space (Í), &, P) with a factorable covariance function. We assume here that T is a /»-dimensional Euclidean space. The purpose of this paper is to give necessary and sufficient conditions that a probability measure Q with respect to which {Xt)tt=T is a Gaussian process is equivalent to a probability measure P.
1. Introduction. Let (Q, Jr, P) be a probability space and let 7 be the /^-dimensional Euclidean space and (T,3$,p) be the Lebesgue measure space. We denote by Z(£, to) a Gaussian random measure on (7, 38, p), i.e., it is a Gaussian set function satisfying (1.1) E[Z(E,co)] = \ Z(E,a>)dP(co) = 0, Ee38,
Ja (1.2) E[Z(E, co) ■ Z(£', co)] = p(E n £')
for any £ and £' in á?* = {£eá?; p(E)< co} (for its definition see Itô [4] ). Let 72(7) denote the Hubert space of square integrable functions with respect to p. We shall consider a stochastic process {Xt}teT on (Q, J*', P) which can be represented as (1.3) Xt = q>(u, t) dZ(u, co) Jt where <p(-,t)eL2(T) for each teT and {<p(-, t); teT} spans 72(7). The process {Xt}teT so defined has the mean function identically equal to zero and its covariance function R is clearly given by (1.4) R(s, t) = E[XS Xt) = \ cp(u, s)tp(u, t) dp(u). Jt
Conversely a Gaussian process {Xt}teT with zero mean function and the covariance function given by (1.4) can be represented in the form of (1.3) (see Cramer [3] ).
[March The covariance function of the form (1.4) is called factorable (see Varberg [9] ). The examples of Gaussian processes with factorable covariance functions are given in §3.
Let !Fx he the a-field generated by the process {Xt}tET and let Q he a probability measure under which the process {Xt}teT is Gaussian with the mean function m(t) and the covariance function YQ. It is not necessarily required that YQ is factorable. We say that two probability measures Q and P are equivalent (designated as Q=P) if they are mutually absolutely continuous. Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem.
Q=P relative to ¿Fx tf and only if there is a symmetric kernel KèL2(Tx T) such that
and there is a function keL2(T) such that
where o(K) denotes the spectrum of the operator given by
JT 2. Proof of Theorem. We will first develop necessary terminologies. Let H(R) denote the reproducing kernel Hilbert space with the reproducing kernel R and inner product ( , )H(R).
Lemma 1. H(R)^JL2(T) with J(R(-, t)) = <p(-, t) and furthermore if
Here H1^ H2 for two Hilbert spaces Hx and H2 means that/ is a congruence between H1 and H2, i.e. inner product preserving isomorphism from Hi to H2.
The proof of the lemma is omitted since it can be easily shown by the similar method as the proof of Theorem 6 of Park [7] (only difference is to replace 1"(') by (p (-, u) ). The closed linear subspace of H(R)®H(R) spanned by elements of the tyPe ZÎ cnaibx®n2) is called the symmetric tensor product of 77(A), denoted by oiHiR)®HiR)), and it has as elements all symmetric functions in HiR)®HiR). The following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 2. aiHiR)®HiR))ç^J^oiL\T)®L2iT))andifFeoiHiR)®HiR)) and J1iF)=K, then Fis, t) = r/>(u, s)q>iv, t)Kiu, v) dp{u) dpiv). Jtxt It is noted that if 7:ecr(£2(7)®72 (7)) then K is symmetric and Ke 72(7x7). We will deduce our theorem using Theorem 1.3.1 of Oodaira [6] , which states that Q=P relative to !Px if and only if (2.1) rQ-ReHiR)®HiR), 
Ri-, *)ea(H(R)®H(R))).
Let {Xj} and {g3} be eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the operator K. Denote G At) = <P(U, t)gj(u) dp(u). Jt
Then G¡eH(R) and it corresponds to g}eL2(T) under the congruence. Furthermore {Gj,Gj)hir) = igj,gj) = 1. (2.4) (R( , t), G,)mm = G3.(i) and <r0(-, t), G,)mm = M*, t) -(Kcp(-, t))(*),gj) = (1 -X^G^t).
The last identity follows from the fact that, under the condition (1.5), ro(-> 0 = <K"> 'M", 0 dp(u) -f(u, -)<p(v, t)K(u, v)dp(v Jt JtUt dp(u) = q>(u, ■) cp(u, t) -cp(v, t)K(u, v) dp(v Jt Jt dp(u).
Hence TQ(-, t)eH(R) for every teT and it corresponds to ■/>(•, t)-(Kcp(*, t))(-) in 72 (7) under the congruence. R(s,t) = U\s\ + \t\-\s-t\)
where \t\=(t21+---+t¡)112,
where Qv+l is the area of the unit sphere in Ep+1. (See Molchan [5] .) We remark that a proper modification of the theorem for the complex valued function <p(s, t) can be easily seen. For the case (A) and (C) the result is shown by Shepp [8] and Park [7] respectively. For the other case the theorem stated in this form is new as far as we know. It is also remarked that if Q=P, then the Radon-Nikodym derivative dQjdP can be evaluated by a similar approach as Park [7] , using the multiple Wiener integrals.
